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The trial level system is an important system of the civil procedure law.The trail
level system is significance in providing relief system security and unified law
enforcement. Justice and efficiency is the value goal of the modern judicial theory and
practice,and also the litigation system including the trial system value goal.The trial
level system is mainly reflected in two aspects:the maintenance of procedural justice
and legal value system;the realization of judicial social control and maintain the
credibility of the judiciary.
Through the analysis of the current situation and shortcomings of the basic civil
trail level system,referring to foreign experience three tiered system,mainly from the
clear all trial level functions,lawsuit relief mechanism and the retrial system reform
path of the three aspects of feasibility analysis for the three-trial system set up in
China,and put forward specific optimization system the conception of civil trial.
This paper is divided into three chapters.
Chapter 1, explain the necessity of optimizing the examination system,and
explain the importance and main functions of the system.
Chapter 2, pointed out that the current civil trial system defects,mainly
from the lack of stratification at all levels of court functions,the lack of relief
mechanism for small claims,the final judgment of the case is affected.
Chapter 3, on the level of our system reform and put forward the following
ideas:the establishment of limited optimization three trail levels,clarify the
functions of the trail grade auxiliary and supporting mechanism;to promote the
reform of retrial system;the Supreme Court judicial interpretation of the right to
control the function of judicial interpretation the trail function is replaced
gradually.
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